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Students rally for safety Road repairs
on Thurstin
creep along

Genell Pavelich
The BC News
Recent violent attacks on campus have led students and administrators to deal with the issue of
safety in Bowling Green.
A rally took place Monday in
front of Williams Hall addressing
this issue.
Kristin McKeown, member of
Womyn for Womyn who helped
plan the rally, said it was important to bring people together to
do something about the violence
on campus.
"We wanted to create one
united voice against violence on
campus," she said.
Many speakers addressed the
students and an information
table was set up to provide students with pamphlets and handouts about the issues.
Speakers included Barbara
Hoffman, chairwoman for the
Coalition Against Sexual
Offenses; Kara Jennings, program assistant for the Victims
Advocacy Program at the Link;
Sara Ogdahl, city council First
Ward candidate; Sallle Stiens,
member of the student safety patrol; and Emily Cooperider,
member of the Campus Safety
Task Force.
Hoffman said CASO Is an organization of students, faculty
and staff that educates and helps
victims of violence.
"Many people are concerned
with what has been happening on
this campus recently," she said.
"It is important to become more
aware to help prevent more from
happening in the future."
Jennings also said victims need
to be aware where they can turn
for help, including the Link.
"We work for and with victims
of rape," she said. "By empowering them with information, victims can begin to gain back control," she said.

Amy Johnson
The BG News

Hldckl Kobaya.hl/The BG Ncwi

Students listen as Sallle Stiens, senior political science major, speaks up at the rally on rape on campus.
The rally took place on Monday afternoon.
' Ogdahl agreed it is important
to promote awareness of the recent violent acts that occurred on
campus.
"You as an individual need to
take measures to protect yourself," she said. "You need to be
aware because you can't afford
to remain silent."
Stiens said there are many
things students can do to be safer
including not walking alone and
being alert of their surroundings.
"We can make changes, but we
need the support of the administration and students to provide a
viable front against violence,"
she said.
Cooperider said people are beginning to realize that they need
to do something and the rally was
an example of taking action.

"This is a time for everyone to
get involved because safety is
everyone's business," she said.
Stiens also said it is important
for students to talk to Undergraduate Student Government
representatives about what can
be done on campus to improve
safety including lighting. Members of USG walked around campus last week conducting a safety
audit of the safety problems on
campus that could be improved,
including the lighting situation.
Randy Gardner, state representative, said he is proposing
that more state money in the
budget be spent for campus
safety and lighting.
"Essentially," there is not a
more public place in Wood
County than the University," he

Thurstin Avenue construction and proposals to close
three railroad crossings were
the key topics during the
Bowling Green City Council
meeting Monday night.
According to Public Works
Director Bill Blalr, the completion date of the Thurstin
Avenue project is still indefinite.
"The project is not a city of
Bowling Green project," Blair
said. "The project is benefiting the city, yet, federal funds
are being administered
through the Ohio Department
of Transportation."
ODOT is providing the inspections and are working
with the contractors, he said.
"We have met with the
workers and the contractors
throughout the project," Blair

said. "We have been encouraged to stop by the construction site and we have. The
project is out of the city's control."
Blair said that it was not up
to the city to enforce deadlines.
"I have passed the dates for
the deadline along," Blair said.
"However, they have not been
lived up to."
In addition, the issue of the
concrete being installed at a
later date was a concern of the
City Council members.
According to Blair, a city of
Bowling Green ordinance says
that no concrete should be
poured after Nov. IS, unless
approved by the city engineer.
"It takes concrete about five
to seven days to cure," he said.
"The state enforces precautions. However, the state may

said. "Safety is obviously a priority at the campus and more needs
to be done to improve it."
See THURSTIN, page six.
Ogdahl said the purpose of the
rally was to create a visual
awareness for students that they
can do something to help with
safety.
"We need to encourage awareness and actively channel our
fear and anger into some response," she said. "We need to let
people know that this is our home
Lee Buse
and that we should be the ones
director, told police that the
The BG News
helping propose solutions to
woman was raped between midnight and S am.
make it safer."
According to University police,
John Miller, city council First
Muir also told police the victim
Ward candidate, agreed that a resident of McDonald Hall was was with an advocate from the
raped
in
Founders
last
Wednessafety is an important issue.
Link and was being taken to
"We need a cooperative effort day night.
Wood County Hospital.
According to the police report,
This is still under investigation
See SAFETY, page six. Gerry Muir, McDonald West hall by campus police.

BGSU police report
rape investigation

Freshman dies World leaders salute Rabin
from apparent
Arabian dignitaries set aside
differences to attend funeral
heart problems
Hilary Appelman
The Associated Press

Jeff Mclntire, a junior educaJoe Boyle
tion major, was friend of ZapThe BG News
pitelli's.
"He was really big into comA freshman computer science
major died of apparent heart puters. I used to joke he'd be the
problems in Rossford, Ohio, Fri- next Bill Gates. I work at the
day night.
Jeffrey Zappltelli, 18, of Bowling Green, was in the parking lot
of The Pharm where officers observed him screaming obscenities.
According to police reports,
the Rossford officer tried to
"find out what was wrong" with
Zappltelli, at which point he told
the officer he was "tripping on
LSD." The officer then tried to
handcuff him, at which point
Zappltelli ripped the microphone
off the officer's radio.
Zappltelli was transported to
Mercy Hospital, where he reJeff Mclntire
portedly went into "full arrest"
at 10:52 p.m.
a junior education major
Zappltelli worked at Student
Book Exchange, 530 East Wooster St., where co-workers said
they remember him as "a charac- Corner Grill and he was a regular
there... he was a good friend to a
ter."
"I was working with him on a lot of people," Mclntire said.
Netscape program," Dean ConRossford police said they are
verse said. "I considered him a
computer genius. He was a good waiting on a Lucas County Coroguy - a real character. I'm going ner's report to determine his
cause of death.
to miss having him around."

"He was really big
into computers. I
used to joke he'd be
the next Bill Gates. I
work at the Corner
Grill and he was a
regular there... he
was a good friend to a
lot of people."

••>

JERUSALEM - A shaken
world said its goodbyes to
Yitzhak Rabin in a sun-washed
pine grove Monday, laying him
to rest with the praise of presidents and the tears of a granddaughter.
The host of world leaders attending his funeral at Mount
Herzl cemetery was testimony
to the authority of the slain
prime minister, a warrior who
looked beyond his years on the
battlefield to make peace with
some of Israel's most intractable enemies.
The dozens of dignitaries
from the Arab world who put
aside their most fundamental
differences with Israel to attend his funeral proved how
radically Rabin helped change
the face of the Middle East.
King Hussein came from
Jordan to urge other Arab
countries to take the road to
peace. President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt also made his
first visit to Jerusalem under
Israeli rule, as did ministers
from Morocco, Oman and Qatar, countries without ties to
Israel.
In a stunned Israel, Jews
were still trying to digest the
ugly fact that one of their own
- a right-wing extremist op-

posed to Rabin's peacemaking
with the Palestinians - had
shot him to death at a peace
rally.
In a day of tears and raw
emotion, Rabin's successor,
Shimon Peres, saw a gleam of
hope in the gathering of world
leaders.
"This is the crowning glory
of your efforts, all of us here
together," Peres said. "The
man who murdered you will
not be able to murder the idea
that you carried.
"Farewell to you my elder
brother, the bringer of peace."
Rabin's freckle-faced granddaughter, 17-year-old Noa BenArtzi, touched the hearts of
those who heard her moving
remembrance of a gentle man,
a "private hero" not visible to
the outside world.
"Ones greater than I have eulogized you, but none knew the
softness of your caress as I, or
that half-smile of yours that
always said everything, the
smile that is no longer there,"
said the weeping, auburnhaired young woman. "You
were, and still are, our own
private hero."
Leaving the podium in tears,

she was comforted by her
brother, Yonatan, dressed in an
paratrooper's uniform and red
beret.
In a region fumbling for
direction, the Arabs' presence
at the funeral was a powerful
gesture of acceptance towards
Israel. They put aside their differences over the disputed city
of Jerusalem - the most sensitive issue on the Arab-Israeli
agenda - to pay respects to a
fallen peacemaker.
"I had to pinch myself to believe what I am seeing," said
government spokesman Uri
Dromi, noting the Arab robes
and headdresses that dotted
the rows of dignitaries.
King Hussein forged a
strong bond with Rabin in decades of secret and open negotiations that culminated in a
peace treaty between Jordan
and Israel last year.
"You lived as a soldier, you
died as a soldier for peace,"
said Hussein, who wore a redand-white checkered Arab
headdress. "I believe it Is time
for all of us to come out openly
and to speak of peace."
Rabin, who led Israel to
triumphs on the battlefield,

then stretched out a hand of
peace to his Arab neighbors,
was buried with full military
honors in a pine glade atop a
hill overlooking the volatile
city where he was born 73
years ago.
His widow Leah, sitting in
the first row, wept through
much of the ceremony, supported by her son, Yuval, her
daughter, Dalia, and her
grandchildren Noa and Yonatan.

"Farewell to you
my elder brother,
the bringer of
peace."
Shimon Peres
Rabin's successor

Only once did a smile cross
her face, when President Clinton affectionately recalled how
Rabin, never one for formality,
had come to a black-tie dinner
in Washington without the
black tie.
Clinton called Rabin "a martyr for peace but... a victim of
hate."
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FBI plays 'taps'
to private lines
There are numerous things citizens of this country
value, the most well-known being life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. Another right many people
take for granted is the right to privacy.
We like to believe what goes on beyond closed doors,
provided it is not illegal, is nobody's business but our
own. We also live in a world where the fear of government intrusion and manipulation is at an all-time high.
Unfortunately, anti-government paranoia is not just
imagined evil-doing -- there is evidence in the past that
when the government has been given too much power it
has abused it.
Of all the government organizations, perhaps none has
a shadier reputation for violating people's privacy than
the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
While under the command of J. Edgar Hoover, the bureau violated the privacy of hundreds of thousands of
individuals in order to assemble files on anyone Hoover
believed was a threat to the United States.
With these files Hoover smeared the leaders of the
Civil Rights Movement, manipulated the media and
blackmailed people who disagreed with him.
Hoover was able to do all this without fear of reprisal
for the 48 years he ran the FBI. Only after his death was
his abuse of power discovered.
Now the FBI is requesting congressional approval of a
national wiretapping program that would give law enforcement officials the capacity to monitor simultaneously as many as one out of every 100 phone lines in
some areas of the country.
Such a surveillance ability would vastly exceed the
current needs of law enforcement. Recently, there have
been less than 8S0 court approved wiretaps per year.
While domestic terrorism is on the rise, there are still
significant questions about whether the FBI needs this
much wiretapping ability.
Given the organization's less-than-stellar past, one
- must also wonder if the FBI wants this increased capability for purely noble reasons. Perhaps the FBI does
have a significant and noble reason for asking for this.
But so far the FBI has not explained what that reason is.
The right to privacy is an assumed right. The Constitution does not expressly guarrantee it. But numerous
courts at both the state and federal level have said that
individuals do have it.
The News believes that the FBI should be very clear
about what it plans to do with this increased surveillance
system. If it cannot explain why it needs the wiretapping
-capability, Congress should refuse to fund it
Copyright O 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
of The BO News.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writer's name, phone number and University
affiliation. if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
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Education needs refining
According to most of what I've
read, the quality of American education today is pitiful. Many
educators have said that it isn't
likely to get better anytime soon.
As graduation draws near I've
been thinking about my experiences at this institution and the
truly great professors I've had. I
can list three.
When I registered for summer
classes back in 1992,1 decided to
knock off a few pesky general ed
requirements. One of them was
psychology. I had a passing interest In the subject, but I had
not done well in my high school
psychology class and was a little
apprehensive. On the first day of
class I looked about the room,
which was packed.
In walked Don Ragusa, an
energetic man with scholarly
glasses, a gray beard, and a cultivated voice. He spent the first
30 minutes talking about the way
he planned to run the class, and
then, since time was short, he
launched Into a lecture on neurons and the chemicals of the
brain. This is probably the least
Interesting aspect to beginning
psychology, but the students
were very attentive. By the end
of the first week I could tell that
this was going to be the best class
I had ever taken.
Ragusa was so faclnated by the
subject that he was able to create
an energy In the room that sometimes held the students spellbound. He would tell us about
great psychologists of the past,
and unusual characters he admired, such as Igaz Moniz, Carl

Rogers and Winston Churchill.
Ragusa's lectures were often
filled with stories about such
people, in addition to famous pychological experiments and
theories. The classes were extremely difficult, but they were
always fascinating. Proof of this
was the fact that Ragusa never
took attendance, and yet absenteeism was rare.

Roark D.
- ittlefield
Later on in my educational career I signed up for a Shakespeare class. The professor was
Robert Bashore, whom everyone
called Dr. Bob. This man would
get positively giddy while leading class discussions on Shakespeare's plays, and his love for
the works was infectious. The
classroom discussions often consisted of staging major scenes
and examining the themes.
Dr. Bob took the entire class to
the Stratford Shakespeare Festival so that we could see world
class productions of these plays.
Sometimes we would gather at
his home to see video tapes of
other productions. When we left
his class at the end of the semester each one of us had a genuine
Insight Into this playwright,
whom many feel is the best the
world has ever known.
Dr. Bob felt as though Shake-

speare's greatness deserved this
kind of attention. Unfortunately
Dr. Bob has since retired, but he
made a lasting impression on a
great many people, and quite
possibly changed a few lives.
The other great teacher I've
had is one of the most famous
here at the University, R.K.
Tucker. For those unfortunate
students who haven't had the
R.K experience, let me take a
few lines to describe It.
To my knowlege, Tucker's assertiveness class is not required
for any major here at the University, yet more than 200 students
register each time it is offered.
When I took the class, Tucker
stunned us on the first day with
the most rigid attendance policy
any of us had ever seen. He announced that once he had started
talking, no one was to enter the
room. He let us know that he was
serious about this class, and if we
weren't we had better drop right
away. Several students did, to
their disadvantage. R.K. lectured
on how to win at life. He told us
the rights we had as human beings, and he taught us that society often doesn't want us to have
these rights. He told us how to
deal with the many difficult and
sick people In this world, and he
instructed us on how to avoid disfunction in our lives.
Toward the end of the semester he focused on assertiveness
In sexual and romantic relationships, and on the last day of
class everyone stood up and rewarded him with an ovation of
deafening applause.

These three University professors are exceptional. They had no
patience for mediocrity, and they
didn't allow it of their students or
of themselves. They had the
power to organize and teach their
classes without being tied down
by University policies and departmental bureaucracy. Teaching Is what these men were made
for, and while in their classes I
could see the genuine pride they
took when they faced their students each day. They loved us
and they loved their subjects.
Unfortunately these professors are few and far between.
Too many University professors
and instructors take it for granted that they are going to bore
students. Some of them even
make jokes about it, telling students to set their watch alarms so
they can wake up when class is
over.
Other classes are so "organized" by their departments that
teachers' creativity is stifled.
One class I took had an entire
textbook hundreds of pages thick
that was simply used to organize
the absurd amount of course policies and red tape. Of course, this
textbook was required.
Like most graduates and undergraduates I've had genuinely
terrible teachers who don't seem
to care that we students are shelling out fistloads of green for the
privilege of taking their classes.
Professors often look as though
they are simply killing time
while waiting to retire. This is
the greatest problem facing the
University.

Holocaust repeated in Bosnia
With the Presidential candidates gearing up for the next
election, they all seem to be
sharpening their respective issue
sights. A hot topic for the hopefuls (and also a large Issue in the
"92 election) Is what to do about
the situation In the former Yugoslavia.
It has come to my attention
that many students (and the public In general) are painfully unaware of the situation In the Balkans. A general discourse seems
to be, "We have so many problems here, why are we worried
about what's happening over
there?"

rest, apparently, date back for
centuries. Civil war broke out in
the summer of 1991, only weeks
after the republic of Croatia declared Its wish for Independence.
Apparently, Bosnian Serbs
have used pre-medltated, armed

aggression in order to find a
"final solution" of the problems
of non-Serb population under
I agree that sometimes certain their control. "Ethnic cleansing,"
U.S. political figures need to look the euphemism which Bosnian
more inward rather than being Serbs use (and the same term
so gung ho on foreign affairs. used by Hitler for his actions) for
But, the situation In the former the atrocities they have been
Yugoslav republics is one that we commltlng shows no signs of letcannot, with any regard to hu- ting up any time soon.
However, no side in this war Is
manltarlanlsm, Ignore.
Innocent. A hand grenade was
This is Holocaust Education thrown by Muslim extremists
Week. "Learn now, so that histo- into a Serbian-owned cafe, killing
ry will never repeat itself' is the several customers. The following
slogan. Unfortunately, this histo- week, Muslim civilians were
ry is repeating Itself in Europe. called out to "receive bread and
Instead of happening In Germany Ice cream." Instead, an artillery
against the Jewish, however, It Is shell came crashing Into their
happening in fctttil sgnlntt the Unas.
Shocking to the outsiders, yes.
Muslims.
The problems in former Yugos- But to these people, who face bullavia are highly complex and not lets and bombs every day, who
easy to understand. I wi 11 try my see their relatives and friends
best to mmmunIrate my under- caught in the crossfire of warstanding of the situation.
fare all too often, these things
The problems with ethnic un- come as no surpise.

The Muslims have not only
been mass-slaughtered, but they
also have been largely uprooted
from their homes. The Serbians
order them to fly white flags outside of their windows, so the militia will know which homes to destroy. The Muslims flee from
town to town, forever looking for
places of refuge.
The Security Council of the
United Nations formally established a War Crimes Tribunal to
Investigate the alleged Incidence
of War Crimes in the former Yugoslav in May of 1993. The purpose was to find if leaders of the
Serbian and Bosnian governments were commltlng breaches
of the 1949 Geneva Convention more specifically, genocide and
crimes against humanity.
Some of the actions, according
to Madeleine K. Albright in her
April 12,1994 address at the U.S.
Holocaust Memorial Museum,
have Included "murder, torture,
indiscriminate bombing, fire,
dismemberment, rape and castration.''
She continued by saying, "Half
of Bosnia's population has been
displaced. Five percent have
been Wiled. Abuses have been
massive, repeated, deliberate
and gross. And no side Is without
guilt."
In her address, Fulbright
stressed the Importance of other
nation's cooperation in the matter of finding suspects and evidence for the investigations.

"It will be very difficult to gain
access to evidence," said Fulbright, "including mass grave
sights, especially in areas under
local Serb control. It will be
difficult to gain custody over
many of the accused.
I read a particularly powerful
article which appeared in the The
U.S. News and World Report
written last December about the
celebration of Christmas in Bosnia. An p rotes tan t mother had the
luck of finding a plastic fold-up
tree in the back of the scant
apartment which they had recently moved into. She and her
daughters were decorating it
with the paper scraps they could
find in the remains of their town.
This was Christmas.
The woman's 11-year-old
daughter made a wish which was
felt by not only the protestants,
but also by the Jews, Muslims
and Catholics who populate the
former Yugoslavia.
"All I wish for," the young girl
said, 'is for my family to all be
together and safe on Christmas
Day."
Perhaps, then, the question is
not why we are discussing the
possibility of our Involvement in
the Balkan crisis, but how we, as
Americans, can take for granted
many of the fortunes we have on
a dally basis.
And taking fortune for granted
seems to be something that we,
as Americans, really need to
learn about.
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A newly enlarged school
at the University has selected a new name.
The School of Communication Studies has been
chosen as the name for the
recently combined telecommunications, journalism and interpersonal
communication departments.
The process of joining the
three departments began in
earnest last March when
faculty unanimously voted
in favor of the move. The
merger will be completed
later this year when interpersonal communication
faculty leave offices in
South Hall to join their colleagues in West Hall, according to John Makay, director of the school. Makay
will continue as chair of
interpersonal communication.
The new school is considerably larger than the
former School of Mass
Communication, Makay
said. It offers two graduate
degrees and three undergraduate degrees. Communication studies now has
about 1000 undergraduates
and 50 graduate students.
Makay praised the merger as "a more dynamic
way to teach our students
about communication in all
areas. While we can separate ourselves academically, in the real world there
is a strong, symbiotic relationship between journalIsm, telecommunication and
interpersonal communication.
He noted that there is a
trend toward joining these
areas in universities across
the country.

Fusion energy expert to speaking
"The potential of Fusion
Energy" will be the subject
of a guest lecture Wednesday at the University.
David Ciotti, an electronics technician at the
Princeton Physics Plasma
Laboratory and adjunct
faculty member at Trenton
State College in New Jersey, will speak at 7:30 p.m.
in 095 Overman Hall.
The Princeton Physics
Plasma Lab is a world
leader in fusion research.
Many, including Ciotti, say
that recent breakthroughs
in research show that fusion
is the most promising
energy source of the future.
Ciotti will discuss the fusion process, its potential
for power output and how
Insufficient funding continues to be the greatest impediment to development of
this energy source.
He also is expected to
forecast how long it will
take to phase-in fusion to
improve the current system
of electric power generation.
His presentation, which is
free and open to the public,
is being sponsored by the
University's Department of
Physics and the Center for
Environmental Programs.

Foundation elects
officers

Gregory Hendel of Perrysberg has been re-elected
president of the Bowling
Green University Foundation Inc.
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comment on a possible motive.
He said four people were
killed. Massachusetts General
Hospital reported having one victim In critical condition from a
gunshot wound near the heart.
MARYSVILLE, Ohio - Union
A witness who spoke on condiCounty thinks it has a way to save
tion of anonymity said she saw
money and cut into its list of
two men come inside the restauoffenders waiting to serve jail
rant with guns, then heard shots
time.
and someone screaming that his
Sheriff John Overly has probrother had been shot.
posed housing some nonviolent
She said she looked around and
criminals and suspects in an unsaw two people lying unmoving
locked building. That could save
on the floor.
the county thousands of dollars
"I scooted out the door; I was
each year, he said.
petrified," she said.
Only inmates not considered a
"It was just frantic in there,"
security risk would be eligible
said another diner. "People were
for the alternative sentencing.
hiding behind the bar, they were
Inmates would have to agree to
pay a daily bed fee, pay their own lying on the floor."
The 99 Restaurants are a small
medical and dental costs, and
chain of casual eateries. Charlessubmit to random drug and alcohol testing. They also would have town is a blue-collar neighborhood on the city's north side.
to do their own laundry and
housekeeping.
"I look at this as being someCaptain Speed launches
where between home arrest and
jail," Overly said in a story Mon- pumpkin 2,655 feet
day in The Columbus Dispatch.
LEWES, Del.--When it comes
He predicted the center, a
to chucking pumpkins, nobody
county-owned former school
does it better than Captain Speed.
building, could be open by early
Relying on nine years of pracnext year. It would need plumbtice and an air-pressured cannon,
ing and kitchen renovations to
the leader of the Mellow Yellow
meet state safety codes.
team on Sunday launched a
The plan is contingent on
pumpkin more than 2,655 feet
judges'support and willingness
over a soy bean field - promptly
to sentence offenders to an unsmashing the gourd and a world
locked jail.
record.
"I finally made it," said Speed,
a.k.a. Harry Lackhove.
Gunmen kill four in
Delaware's Punkin' Chuckln'
contest began 10 years ago as a
Boston restaurant
friendly challenge among friends
BOSTON - Gunmen opened
to see who could hurl leftover
fire today at a Charlestown resHalloween pumpkins the fartaurant, killing four people and
wounding at least one.
thest.
The contest has evolved over
Witnesses said two gunmen
the years into a serious competifired eight to 10 shots inside the
tive sport involving everything
building, the 99 Restaurant &
Pub, at around 1:20 p.m. A plainfrom slingshots and garage door
springs to centrifugal force conclothes police officer there eattraptions, cannons and compresing lunch chased them outside,
where they were arrested.
sed air.
More than 30,000 spectators
Boston Police spokesman Lt.
paid $5 each to watch the weekRobert OToole said two people
were in custody, but he would not end event.

Nonviolent criminals
may be housed in unlocked building

AP Photo

An unidentified girl throws a snowball to her dog in deep snow in front of Yugoslav Federal Assembly
as the first snowfall of the year covers Belgrade.
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Sociology 470: Political Correctness:

',•'.•

Policing Thought in Science, Education, & Culture
• affirmative action
• speech restriction practices
• basing academic decisions
• admissions policies
on political standards
• the value of becoming a
• the subversion of academic
victim
standard
• PC terrorism
• identifying the oppressor
• intimidating culture
and the exploiter
• the "hurt feelings"
• political modification of the
movement
English language
• ethics and law in the
abortion debate
• sexual harassment, rape, and the feminist ideology
Information:
• Dr. Richard Zeller. Instr.
• phone: 372-7264. 352-9274
• e-mail: r2eller@bgnet.bgsu.edu
• Spring. 1996. MW 7:30 - 9:00pm
• 1-5 credit hours
• Books and syllabus on reserve at Jerome Library
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SARAH

OGDAHL

For CITY COUNCIL • FIRST WARD

The First Warden has the broadest mix of foks In Bowling Green: ok) family neighborhoods,
parts of downtown, industries, student apartments and the BGSU campus. Because of Its diversity
transience of students, the needs of our area may sometimes be overlooked -compared to other part*
of town. But no area of the city should be ignored! City government should represent and reflect
all views- Including 15,000+students. AT LEAST ONE BGSU STUDENT has served ably on
Council for many years. SARAH OGDAHL it the ONLY STUDENT CANDIDATE..
SARAH OGDAHL, an Enviormental Science major, has demonstrated her commitment to hard
work, availability, making our needs known and protecting our interests, by personalty and
regularly coming to our doorsteps seeking Input.
#1 SARAH OGDAHL believes that we must have adequate police PROTECTION against recent
serious Incidents of violence and crime such as assaults and rapes.
#2 SARAH OGDAHL believes we must vigorously enforce House, Zoning and Landlord
Tenant Laws to PROTECT
•3 SARAH OGDAHL believes we must CAREFULLY control city budgets to PROTECT our tax dollars
*4 SARAH OGDAHL believes that pedestrian crossing and safety must be improved on
Mercer Road between Wooster and Poe.

"At Least One Student Voice On Council-It's Only Fair!"
"PROTECTION AND A FAIR SHARE OF CITY SERVICES FOR ALL RESIDENTS OF BOWLING GREEN"
Paid for by Ogdahl for Council Committee: Mike Haynes, Treasurer., P.O. Box 83. Bowling Green, Ohio
43402-0083 (Tel. 419/353-8077)
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THe BG news
from issues originally printed between 1970 and 1975

Poe Ditch Music Festival—drugs, rain
The great Poe
Ditch Music Festival is
gone.
Police are breathing easier now, grateful
more damage wasn't
done.
Many fans walked
out of the stadium with
good memories. Others
left in an ambulance.
Several persons
were taken from the
concert site at Doyt Perry
Field to Wood County
Hospital and one was
taken to the Medical
College of Ohio/Toledo.
One thing is certain. The festival was the
first and last concert of
such magnitude, according to President Hollis
Moore.
In a prepared
statement released yesterday, Dr. Moore said
the "large scale rock
concert experiment will
not be repeated."
"It is obviously not
possible to stage such an
event without encouraging heavy drug usage.
The University will not
be put in that situation
again," Moore said.
The concert
crowd, estimated at
between 33,000 and
40,000 people, began
arriving as early as Friday. By Saturday campers were filling the parking lots at the Stadium.
Sunday morning the
roads were flooded with
cars trying to make their
way to the festival.
Many fans complained they could not
hear the bands they came
to listen to. Two acts,
Golden Earring and
Johnny Winter did not
even play after rain
interrupted the set.
Winter was reportedly
afraid of electric shock
Some sources said
amphetamines, barbiturates, marijuana, LSD,
PCP, and other drugs
were bought and sold
freely at the concert.
Meanwhile on the
outside, a man from
Indiana had his El
Camino pickup truck
stocked full of Coors
beer. The price? One
dollar a can. He explained the cost was high
because he had to drive
to Kansas to get it.
Dr. Marvin
Kumler, acting director
of Karma. Said he and his
40 volunteers assisted the
two doctors in running
the first aid station.
He said about 300350 people were treated,
about half for drug
related illnesses. Other

afflictions were for sunburns, cut feet, and one
broken ankle, Dr. Kumler
said.
One person reportedly injected himself with
recent disturbances.
All classes are
chlorohydrate, a powerful
Dr. Frank Miesel,
:ancelled today President
sedative, Dr. Kumler said,
chairman of the speech
(Villiam
Jerome
yesterday
while another fell on a
department then resub■eluctantly agreed to
bottle and severely cut
mitted the proposal for
:ancel classes following
muscles and tendons in
consideration.
adoption
by
Faculty
his arm.
The introduction
Jenate
of
a
similar
resoluWood County
stated that violence on
ion.
hospital treated and
the Kent campus was
"It will be against
released about 35 people,
regrettable and asked for
he
President's
policy,"
a house supervisor said.
ie said. "But I will cancel a condemnation of the
An additional four
killing of,the students.
:lasses."
people were held at the
The
Senate
prohospital overnight and f
RESOLUTION SUBposal was passed at u
released.
MITTED BY DR.
neeting in the Student
City safety director
NEWMAN TO SEC:
services
Building,
atHoward Rutter said he
"Be it resolved that the
ended
by
approximately
has been to good concerts
Faculty Senate request
2,000
students.
Rules
and to bad concerts. He
that BGSU be closed
vere temporarily susadded that Sunday's
onWednesday as a
pended, and the preconcert was not the best.
memorial to the stupared
agenda
dispensed
His complaints
dents killed by Navith.
were with the concerts
tional Guardsmen at
Greatest
opposipromoter, Ross Todd
ion to the proposal came Kent State University
productions of Dayton.
as a tangible act of
Tom the Faculty memRutter said the promoter
protest against the
bers
teaching
classes
that
was supposed to provide
irresponsible actions of
inly
meet
once
a
week.
four ambulances and 150
President Richard
Senators also
security guards. He said
Nixon in extending the
)assed a resolution
he only saw about 25
war into Cambodia and
iemanding that Presisecurity officers and no
continuing the war in
ient
Jerome
personally
ambulances.
Viet Nam."
ixpressto Governor
Lt. Galen Ash of
ames Rhodes a condemthe police division said
lation of the use of
The introdv .tion
his men collected "several
to the bill was passed
ederal
troops
on
college
dozen" bags of marijuana
ampuses.
almost unanimously,
and some white tablets,
The Senate had
although an amendment
probably LSD or PCP. He
earlier defeated a
,.
calling for condemnation
said liquor violations
notion
that
condemned'
"of
Rhodes was defeated.
were widespread but
he leadership of the
The Senate also
police could not control
adopted a resolution
National
Guard
in
the
them. .

Dr. Jerome cancels classes
asking Governor Rhodes
to discontinue the use of
National Guardsmen on
college campuses until a
thorough investigation of
the use of deadly force at
Kent is examined.
Also passed was a
resolution supporting the
principles of eight demands recently sent to
President Jerome by the
Black Student Union.
The resolution
stated that the Senate
was confident that President Jerome's response
to the BSU will represent
a clear increase in the
commitment of the University to every need of
minority and disadvantaged students.
John Scott, an
instructor in the speech
department, and BSU
negotiator presented a
point by point delineation of the BSU demands.
Demands for
increased recruiting
activities included admission of at least 500 black
students for fall quarter
1971 with financial aid
for each.
A request was
made for the establishment of a University
wide developmental
skills program to be

financed by the director
of Student Development
and the coordinator of
Black Studies.
Included in the
demand for coordination
of Student Affairs activities with the coordinator
of Black Studies was a
request for the development of a section of the
library for literature
directly related to Black
Studies.
Another demand
was that three members
of the Black Student
Union be included on a
committee to investigate
alleged discrimination on
campus housing and in
athletics.
Dr. Archie Jones,
professor of English and
History, then introduced
a resolution stating that
the BSU proposals were
reasonable and achievable.
Both the motion
and the amendment were
passed.
President Jerome
responded to 15 student
demands presented to
him earlier in the day by
saying that most of the
ideas were already under
consideration by various
committees.
May 6,1970

June 2,1975
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Lawsuit fights abortion bill Calendar may
Heather Cvengros

Some professors, staff
disagree with legislation

The BC News

Legislation calls to ban a type
of late-term abortion could prohibit a constitutional right, according to some University faculty and staff.
According to The Associated
Press, two women's health care
providers filed a lawsuit challenging legislation that will ban a
specific type of late-term abortion known as "brain suction" in
Ohio.

The women also charge that the
"Some people don't approve of
"vague," inconsistent and con- abortion, but they still have onefusing language makes the bill some may not even have a
unconstitutional.
choice," she said.
Many University faculty and
staff members said legislators
have no right to limit the choices
of women, which is unconstitutional.
Kathy Farber, associate
professor of EDFI and women's
studies, said people have to trust
one another enough to make their
own decisions, i

The House of Representatives
approved the bill on Nov. 4. If
approved by the Senate and
President, it will outlaw the dilation and extraction procedure.
During the procedure, the skull
of the fetus is collapsed and the
brain is removed.

"It becomes a difficult issue
when a variety of perspectives
are withheld from us and we get
crowded information from a political, persuasive viewpoint,"
Farber said.
Jeannie Ludlow, faculty adviser for Womyn for Womyn,
said if legislation bans the dilation and extraction procedure,
lawmakers are banning a constitutional right.

Pro-choice advocates say dilation and extraction is one of the
safest methods of ending lateterm pregnancies.
The legislation prohibits any
abortion after 24 weeks of pregnancy except to protect the
health of the mother. It also requires testing to determine
whether the fetus could survive
outside the womb if the procedure is going to be done after 22
weeks.
According to the lawsuit, the
bill is invalid because it places a
substantial obstacle in the path of
a woman seeking an abortion.

"The right to choose is a personal choice," Ludlow said. "Anything that prohibits this right is
considered unconstitutional."
Ludlow also said one limitation
opens doors for further limitation.

Ludlow said many young women believe the fight has been
fought and women don't have to
worry anymore.
"Actually, people worry a lot
because more limitations are
added on all the time," she said.

"If it is, a burden would be put
on those who want to take away
the right," Anderson said. "They
need to prove that the bill doesn't
violate a woman's right - if abortion is not a constitutional right
than the Issue is different"
Anderson said he believes the
decision to abort is between the
woman and God.
"The general principles of the
constitution support a woman's
right to choose," he said. "It's
nobody's business besides the
woman and God."

Donald Boren, professor of
legal studies, said courts use a
Ludlow said limitations, such standard called The Undue Buras needing a parent's consent, re- den Test In determining abortion
sult in illegal abortions, which issues.
The Undue Burden Test, estabcan result in death.
"I don't think we've won. We lished In 1991, looks at whether
have to continue to fight," she or not a state's regulation places
an undue burden on the woman's
said. "It's a personal choice."
Ludlow also said she would like choice to have an abortion.
to see more women involved in
The test looks at other alternadecision making at the political
tives, whether they're safe, eflevel.
fective ami more expensive.
Boren said he Is concerned
"More women need to vote and
verbalize that It is wrong for leg- with Congress dictating medical
islation to put limitations on procedures and predicts that the
choices," she said. "The choice is Supreme Court will not hear this
a personal choice, not a political case.
"I think the choice Is between
choice."
Richard Anderson, assistant the patient and the physician,"
professor of psychology, said a Boren saId.""Cbngress~shouIdhT"
decision needs to be made about dictate whether a medical procewhether abortion is a constitu- dure should be performed or
not."
tional right.

peak students'
science sense
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Karen Hopkin has been around scientists
for most of her life.
And despite what you may
think, the biochemist said
most of them are fairly attractive people.
To help prove her point,
Hopkin created the "Studmuffins of Science" calendar, a
glossy collection of 12 male
scientists from universities
across the nation who hardly
fit into the "taped-glasses,
pocket-protector" stereotype.
In the calendar, the hunky
1
scientists are pictured outside
their classrooms and laboratories, usually in poses that
emphasize physical excercise
over excercizing the mind.
"I gue»s it's a new way to
look at' scientists," Hopkins
said, "It's a way for people to
see science attracts all kinds
of people."
_ Scientists featured in the
calendar said they support the
calendar's cause. The idea behind "Studmuffins" is to en-

courage young students to
consider a career in science.
"I was flattered to be considered," said Brian Scot to
line, a Stanford chemist and
the calendar's "Dr. January."
"It was something I never expected."
During working hours,
Scottollne studies viral integrases in chromosomes. The
calendar's profile of Scottoline lists his hobbies - hiking
and swimming - alongside his
favorite subatomic particle the Hlggs bosons. Still,
Scottollne says he and his scientific colleagues are not
different from any other people.
"We're pretty normal,"
Scottoline said. He's pictured
pulling himself out of a pool
for the calendar's first month.
'"We swim and golf and play
basketball just like everyone
else."
Hopkin said she hopes the
calendar reinforces a young
person's decision to explore
science as a career option.

Ward and precinct voting locations
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City and county elections will take place today at the above locations. Citizens who have registered to vote hove been assigned a voting place by ward and precinct. Polls open at &30 a.m. and close at 7.30 p.m.

PERFECT TOUCH
SALON
1084 So. Main
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Phone: (410) 352-2812
Nails That Last! By Hope.
10% Discount For Student!

LIV1NU CANVAS
(In the Mini Mall)

190 S. Main

354-5203

Ilard to find but. Worth the Trip
Hospital type sterilization/ health
dept. licensed B.G.'s oldest established
tattoo shop. Bring
in this ad & receive $5.00
off any tattoo over $30.00

f AHL* Body Shop

—nss—
wmmam
—Ban
loufclUnlt.

r

Phone: (419) 352-3649

QXtiL'S'Body Shop
Complete Collision Service
540 S. Maple
Bowling Green, /
Ohio 43402
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Level of blood alcohol
deemed high in death
Joe Boyle
The BC News
A University senior who was
struck and killed by a train last
Tuesday had an "abnormal"
blood alcohol level, according to
a Wood County coroner's report.
Jessica Mawson's cause of
death was ruled accidental by
Coroner Douglas Hess.
Bowling Green Police Major
Tom Votava said Mawson's blood
alcohol level was .28 -- nearly

tim's father that her shoes may
have been caught in the tracks,
causing her to get hit, is faulty,
"I hope the people who were according to Brokamp.
with her feel the revelry was
worth the price," Votava said.
"She was carrying her shoes
Lt. Tom Brokamp, who was in because she had sprained her ancharge of the police investigation kle earlier in the evening," he
of the accident, confirmed the said.
accidental nature of the death.
Dr. Hess' office refused to
"It seemed she, along with two comment on her blood alcohol
other people, was trying to beat level of the victim, claiming it
the train. The first two people was "not relevant." The doctor
could not be reached for comshe didn't know," Brokamp said.
A theory proposed by the vic- ment.

three times the limit considered
"legally intoxicated."

SAFETY

$Ute little Stop;
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(University Union)
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I WILL BE CLOSED
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Continued from page one.

to come up with plans or projects
to make the University a safer
place," Miller said.
Cooperider said the rally was
for awareness and to get people
to take notice that everyone is
concerned about safety and there
are ways to get Involved and do
something.
"This is your life being affected, do something about it," she
said.

WHEN DRINKING,
CALL A FRIEND.

Water conditions debated
Discussion group aims to inform residents of dangers
Jim Barker
The BC News
Local residents and University students gathered in a
basement meeting room at the
United Christian Fellowship
center Monday night to discuss public water conditions
and brainstorm for ways to inform the general public of the
matter.
The meeting was attended
by both Bowling Green Water
Treatment Plant director
Norm Langenderfer and Bowling Green Public Utilities director Daryl Stockburger,
who answered residents' questions and outlined options for
the improvement of the plant.
The discussion group was
led by Bowling Green resident
Beatriz Maya, who outlined
the group's goals. According
to Maya, the group's foremost
goal is to inform local resi-

dents on the possible dangers
of drinking city tap water.
Langenderfer, who fielded
most of the questions, said
pesticide levels in Bowling
Green drinking water may not
necessarily be harmful.
"The human body is made to
tolerate certain small levels of
toxic substances," Langenderfer said. "You know, three
tablespoons of salt can kill
you. But we need some salt to
survive."
Langenderfer also said the
nano-filtration system currently being piloted by the
Treatment Plant can remove
the majority of organic and
inorganic pollutants, but will
be very expensive.
Stockburger concurred with
Langenderfer's assessment.
"It removes between 80 and
95 percent of most organics,"
Stockburger said. "The question is, do the people want to

pay the price?"
And the price tag for a
permanent nano-filtration
system could be very high indeed. According to Langenderfer, the Treatment Plant
estimates an increase in water
rates anywhere from SO to 100
percent.
The residents at the discussion group did not seem to
mind the Idea of increased
rates.
Environmental Health
professor Gary Silverman offered his opinions concerning
the necessity of inorganic
herbicides in agricultural
work or at home.
"I like having little yellow
flowers on my lawn," Sliverman said. "But my neighbors
probably wouldn't agree with
me on that.
"My question is whether we
really need to use herbicides
to kill weeds," he said.

THURSTIN
Continued from page one.

oversee the concrete since it
is a federally funded project."
One day of travel on Thurstln
Avenue will be given to residents
while North College Drive is being paved, he said.

Blair said one more coating of
asphalt needs to be installed on
the road.
In other business, the issue was
brought up that Conrall has petitioned three different proposals
for the city to consider concerning the closing of three railroad

crossings.

The Pike Street, Derby Street
and either Reed Street or Ridge
Street railroad crossings are being considered to close.
According to City Attorney
Michael Marsh, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio will hold
a meeting in Bowling Green to
discuss the proposals.
"The Pike and Derby crossings
do not meet the standards to stay
open," Marsh said.
In addition, the Frazee railroad
crossing improvements have not
been scheduled yet.
A public hearing is scheduled
for Monday, Nov. 13 at 6:30 to
continue discussion concerning
the railroad crossings.

Time Is Running
Out!
Last week
for senior portraits!
only 3 more days
December, May and August Graduates
night sessions available
You can still schedule your senior portrait
session by calling 1 -800-969-1338. It's still
only $6 and chargable to your Bursar
account. You get 8 poses and very
affordable package prices from which to
choose.
Office hours M-F 10-1 and 2-6

j

i

Call 372-8086 Iff you have any questions!
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Scott
Brown
Co-Sports
Editor

Baltimore welcomes Modell
Browns owner signs pact to move the team for 1996 season
David Ginsburg
The Associated Press

Cleveland
betrayed
Ten years ago, as a
10-year-old boy growing up
in Northwest Ohio, I fell in
love with the Cleveland
Browns.
They were "my team."
Sure, I'm also a Cincinnati
Reds fan, and an Ohio State
fan, and now a Bowling
Green fan.
But it was always my beloved Browns, first and
foremost.
I admit crying that January day in 1987 when John
Elway drove the Broncos to
an AFC Championship win
in Cleveland. The tears
flowed again a year later
when Earnest Byner fumbled away a chance at a
miracle come-from-behind
win in Denver in another title game.
The pain has run deep for
many years, and not just for
me but for the millions of
die-hard Browns fans in
Northern Ohio and across
the country. Always,
though, there was the hope
that some day the Browns
would make that pain
worthwhile with the magical season that only Indians
fans could think of.
But my feelings Monday,
as Cleveland's move to Baltimore became a painful
reality, surpassed pain. As
one fan said on television
Sunday, the knife was
squarely in our backs, and
it was twisting something
fierce.
I sat in my room Monday
and watched the Baltimore
people glowing over their
"acquisition." There were
smiles all around, from the
Maryland governor to the
head of the Maryland Stadium Authority, all the way
down to our villain, one
"Baltimore" Browns owner
Art Modell.
You see, it is Art's signature on that contract that
the Maryland governor
waived for the cheering
masses. It was Art's signature that robbed me of "my
team."
I felt cheated, betrayed,
hurt, disgusted ... sold out
by a man, Art Modell, and
an entity, the NFL, who
epitomize professional
sports today in the quest for
the ever-elusive luxury box
dollar.
In the end, Cleveland may
have sold itself out of this
deal. They have funneled
hundreds of millions of dollars on a new field for the
Indians, a new arena for the
Cavaliers and on their Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame and
at the same time have neglected the Browns and the
64-year-old Municipal Stadium.
Modell finally got fed up
with waiting. Even a proposed stadium improvement levy on the ballot today in Cleveland wont stop
Art from heading for the
greener pastures.
And so Cleveland and its
legion of fans are left at the
alter, similar to the situation that faced Baltimore in
the early '80s when the
Colts bolted. The Browns,
like so many others in pro
sports today, bolted for the
cuter girl with the rich
father.
This clinches my disdain
for pro athletics. Baseball
Is In the toilet, the NBA is
filled with nothing more
than a bunch of cry babies,
and now football is offering
the ultimate slap in the
face.
So long, Browns. So long.
Art. Thanks...
For nothing.

BALTIMORE - In a deal involving two of the most storied
cities in NFL history, the Browns
said Monday they would abandon
Cleveland and move to Baltimore
next season.
It marked the third time in a
year that an NFL franchise
moved to a city where pro football had failed once before.
And although the words "Baltimore Browns" stirred deep

more. The financial plan offered
by Maryland Stadium Authority
chief John Moag included: a $200
million stadium to be built by the
state, up to $75 million in money
for moving expenses and statepaid improvements to Baltimore's Memorial Stadium, where
the Browns will play their first
two seasons.
The news conference was held
in the parking lot of what will be
the site of a 70,000-scat stadium
next to the Orioles' Camden
Yards ballpark. It took place with

waved the contract during Monday's news conference.
"I'm not exactly a stranger to
the legacy of the Baltimore Colts.
I was in the league when they

dominated the scene," Modell
said, referring to the nucleus of a
team that won world championships in 1958 and 1959.
The Browns have also had their

successes, winning four NFL
championships, the last coming
in 1964 when they defeated the
See MODELL, page right.

"It came down to a simple proposition: I had
no choice."
Art Modell
Browns owner
emotions in both towns, team officials cheering in the sunshine
owner Art Modell said it came ~ a stark contrast to the March
down to one thing - money.
1984 departure of the Colts. On
"This has been a very, very that snowy night, moving vans
tough road for my family and clandestinely pulled up to the
me," said Modell, who along with Colts' training camp in suburban
Gov. I'arris Glendening an- Baltimore and carried the team's
nounced the move. "I leave my equipment away to Indianapolis.
heart and part of my soul in
Baltimore's quest for another
Cleveland. But frankly, it came NFL team ended 10 days ago
down to a simple proposition: I when Modell and Glendening
had no choice."
reached an agreement aboard a
Modell ended 45 years of NFL private jet at Baltimoretradition in Cleveland by signing Washington International Aira 30-year lease to play in Balti- port. Glendening triumphantly

AP photo/Ted MithUi

Browns owner Art Model), left, converses with Baltimore mayor Kurt Schmoke at the news conference
announcing their agreement Monday in Baltimore.

Cleveland plans counterattack
Thomas J. Sheeran
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - The Cleveland
Browns Monday formally declared their intention to move to
Baltimore, minutes after a
county judge left open the door
for them to reveal their plans.
"Baltimore wants its team to
be the best team in the NFL, and
has the community resources to
allow that level of competitiveness," team owner Art Modell
said in a news release. "It is a
great city with a great football
tradition.
"Cleveland is also a great city,"
he said. "It has been my home

and my heart will always carry
the sadness of leaving our fans
here."
Earlier, Cuyahoga County
Common Pleas Judge Kenneth
Callalian liad granted Cleveland's
request for a temporary order
blocking the team from leaving
town before a Nov. 20 hearing.
But Callahan scratched out
sections of a draft of the order
that would have prevented the
Browns from taking any action to
transfer the team to another location or seeking National Football League approval of the
move.
In announcing the order, Callahan said it did not affect

Modcll's First Amendment right
Previously, city officials have
of free speech, apparently mean- expressed frustration with
ing the Browns owner was free to Modell, who unilaterally stopped
announce anything he liked -- he negotiations at the start of this
just can't do much about it yet.
season.
There had been no indication
Modell, Maryland Gov. Parris
the team planned to leave before Glendening and Maryland Stathe end of the 1995 season; the dium Authority head John Moag
team's last regular-season home were expected to discuss the
game is Dec. 17, against the Cin- move at a midday news confercinnati Bengals.
ence in Baltimore.
Modell said in his release he
Baltimore has fought desperhad struggled to reach agree- ately for a National Football
ment with Cleveland.
League franchise since the Colts
"1 have been asking civic left in 1984.
leaders for help for six years, but
Cleveland Mayor Michael R.
after almost two years of intense White has vowed to do everydiscussions the help was not thing he could to thwart the
available," Modell said.
move. White said during the

weekend that he intended to
make appeals to Modell and the
NFL his first lines of attack, with
legal action held as a last defense.
But in a letter sent to NFL
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue by
facsimile this morning, White
said attorneys had advised suing
now to preserve the city's legal
rights down the road.
"We fully intend to pursue
those opportunities which our
city has to be heard in the unfolding of the ordinary course of the
National Football League process
in these situations," White wrote.
See CLEVELAND, page nine.

Moscow holds off Falcons, 92-88
Steve wiidman
The BG News

Jon Rajibach/Thc BC, N«wi

Falcons center Jacki Raterman shoots a jumper over Russian forward Olga Yakovenko (9) in Monday
night's exhibition loss to Rossiyanka-Moscow, 92-88 at Anderson Arena.

With 8.1 seconds left the Bowling Green Falcons came within
three points of the RossiyankaMoscow team. But with time
running out the Moscow team
was able to hold on for 92-88 win.
This exibition game was the
first test for the Falcons to this
year. Head coach Jaci Clark
thinks the Falcons scored a passing grade.
"Our main concern was our defensive transition. Moscow runs
the floor well and they came at us
good, but we handled it well,"
Clark said.
This game was crucial opener
for the freshman on Bowling
Green's squad.
"This [Moscow] gives our
freshmen something to compare
to for our next game. They made
adjustments according to the defensive principles that we wanted to apply for this game," Clark
said.
Even with a loss the Falcons
did see ample scoring. Ten of the
twelve players who suited up for
the game scored.
Sophmore Sara Puthoff led
Bowling Green is scoring with 22
points. Puthoff also sunk three
three-pointers in the game.
Charlotta Jones led the team in
rebounding with 12 and put up 17
points for the Falcons. Jones was
pivotable in Bowling Greeen's
surge at the end of the game.
"It took Charlotta a while to
find her shot, but near the end,
she came through for us," Clark
said.
Chrissy Billiter came out in her
Bowling Green debut scored 16
points including sinking threepointer.

"She came out strong in the
first half and I felt that her concentration was good," Clark said.
The problem in Bowling
Green's game had was the slow
start coming out of half-time.
Moscow was able to jump ahead
of the Falcons.
"We didn't get out of the locker
room in time [Bowling Green
only had 1:09 to shoot around],
and we didn't have enough time
to warm up. I think it had something to do with our slow secondhalf start and I take the blame
for that," Clark said.

"We handled the end
of the game well. We
took to them strong
and made it close."
Jaci Clark
BG women's head basketball
coach
The Falcons were able to keep
the game close but were unable
to shut down Moscow's top
player Elena Nikipolskaia Nikipolskaia was dominant with 34
points, two blocks, seven boards,
and six steals.
Bowling Green did see some
good scoring from junior center
Michelle Terry and sophmore
forward Bridget Andrews. Terry
came away from the game with
11 points and Andrews finished
the contest with 10 points.
"We handled the end of the
game well. We took it to them
strong and made it close. It's
good to give yourself a chance at
the end of the game," Clark said.
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League shocked by Browns move
Chuck MBlvIn
The Associated Press
BEREA, Ohk> - Their homefield advantage gone, the Cleveland Browns understand they
could be a very lonely team for
the balance of 1995.
"We're going to be out there on
our own," cornerback Antonio
Langham said Monday after Art
Modell announced he would
move the franchise to Baltimore
next season. "We've got three
games left here, but we probably
wont have the support we'd like
to have. It's going to be hard for
them to put their hearts in It and
cheer for us."
The Browns lost to Houston
37-10 Sunday before a somber
Cleveland Stadium crowd that
suspected the announcement was
coming. Now that it's official, the
"Browns are counting on nothing
from their fans, who have typically been among the rowdiest in
the league.
There were nearly 8,000 noshows for the Houston game.
"It's a tough situation, but we'. ve still got some games left,"
i running back Lorenzo White said.
"You cant be that shocked if
you're a player, because there
are a lot of things that go on that
you don't understand. I feel sorry
for the fans, but as players, we
can't worry about that."
The players insisted they haven't given up on the season, in
spite of their 4-5 record and the
prospect of playing before hos. tile crowds for all of their re-

maining seven games.
"It would be great to go out and
win our division, get to the
playoffs and win the Super
Bowl," Vinny Testaverde said.
"At least we'd go out with a bang,
and everybody would enjoy that,
you know."
Testaverde, however, is in almost as helpless a situation as the
fans who felt blindsided by Monday's announcement. He was
demoted two weeks ago and replaced at starting quarterback by
rookie Eric Zeier.
"I thought I had seen everything, but this is a new one," Testaverde said. "We were talking
about contending for the Super
Bowl coming into this season,
and that's still our goal. We've
gone through some tough times,
and this makes it harder because
now this is what everybody is
talking about. It is hard not to let
it be a distraction."
Running back Leroy Hoard, a
second-round draft pick in 1990,
said he will have a hard time
identifying the Browns with any
city other than Cleveland.
"It's weird. I mean, ever since I
started watching football it's
been the Cleveland Browns,"
Hoard said. "I'm not sure I'll be
able to fix my mouth to say anything other than Cleveland
Browns. But the fact remains
that I have to play for the Browns
wherever they may be."
Hoard also said it was apparent
the team could not have continued playing at Cleveland Stadium
in its current condition. Voters in

Baltimore threatens to diminish
one of the NFL's biggest rivalry:
Pittsburgh vs. Cleveland.
"I'm disappointed. The Browns
have the second-best fans in
football, and it was the best rivalry in football," Steelers president
Dan Rooney said. "It meant a lot
to us."
Browns-Steelers games, such
as the upcoming one Monday at
Three Rivers Stadium, were big
events even when the two weren't big winners. Nearly every
Browns-Steelers game has sold
out since the late 1950s.
"In the 1960s, we even called it
"The Game.' When you play this
game, it's such a meaningful
game. That's why home-field advantage means so much in this
game because of that rivalry, the
fans get so Intense."
The Steelers don't practice on
Mondays, so few were around
Three Rivers Stadium when the
Browns' move was confirmed. A
few coaches and staff members
watched the announcement on
television, and most didn't seem
to believe what they were hearing.
Rooney, one of Modell's closest
friends in the league, won't predict if NFL owners will block the
deal by citing a lack of comon with the times."
pliance with guidelines covering
franchise moves.
The Associated Press
"There are a number of [NFL]
owners concerned about this,"
PITTSBURGH - The Cleve- Rooney said. "It's a very diffiland Browns' impending move to cult, close situation."
AP photo/Tony Dc Jak

Browns wide receiver Michael Bates (83) kneels dejectedly after Cleveland's 37-10 loss at home to the
Houston Oilers.
Cuyahoga County were to vote
Tuesday on an extension of a tax
on alcohol and cigarettes that
would help pay for a renovation
of the stadium.
"Ever since I've been here,

they've been talking about a new
stadium," Hoard said. "You've
been in the locker rooms. You've
seen the field. It really is not a
place to play professional football. It really was time to move

MODELL
Celebrating 25 Years of Ethnic Studies at Bowling Green State
University

Bowling Green State University
and

The Department of Ethnic Studies
present

bottom of my heart."
On Sunday, Modell missed his
first Browns home game in 35
Colts 27-0.
"I know what you went through years. He and his football team
11 years ago," he told the gather- have long been an integral part of
ing, "because that's what's hap- the city, and his relationship with
pening now in Cleveland and I am Cleveland extended well beyond
deeply, deeply sorry from the the ownership of the NFL club.
Continued from page seven.

The 12th Annual Ethnic Studies Conference

Ethnic Studies:
Crossroads to the 21st Century
"Revolutionary Beginnings: A Contract for a Multicultural Society"
November 8-10,1995

Grateful Dead Night
i

TONIGHT
and every
Tuesday

i The Best of Bootlegs.
1
Imported Beer Specials
1
$1.75 Margaritas & Long
Islands

110 N. Main Street

Bowling Green, OH

352-9222

Modell said he lost millions of
dollars operating the Browns,
and he didn't want to use the lucrative Baltimore offer as a bargaining chip - a ploy used by
several owners in the past.
"What is required is beyond
the capacity of the community of
Cleveland," Modell said. "I didn't
want to be known as a shakedown
artist."
There are still several things
that must occur before the Baltimore Browns become reality.
NFL owners must approve the
move, and several of Modell's
peers said they would vote
against it - although Modell still
has plenty of time to change their
minds.
He said he planned to discuss
the issue at an owners' meeting
in Dallas on Tuesday.
Dallas Cowboys owner Jerry
Jones said, "Art's been critical of
me, but I'm not going to be
critical of him. I'm going to give
him the benefit of the doubt that
he's making a decision based on

the best interests of all concerned. I realize he's probably
compromised fans of Cleveland."
Hours before the news conference, the city of Cleveland asked
a county judge to block the move,,
claiming it would violate the
team's lease with the city. The
judge granted the request and issued a temporary order preventing the Browns from moving until a hearing Nov. 20.
Many of the football fans in
Baltimore reacted with much
more joy than guilt.
"I don't think any town has to
have any collective guilt. Baltimore should take any business it
can," said Dr. William Howard,
chief of staff at Union Memorial
Hospital and a former Colts'
season-ticket holder for 15 years.
"It's not a question of being
fair. There aren't any ethical
questions in football anymore,"
said Chris Gunst, 27, of Baltimore.

CHET MARCIN FOR COUNCIL-AT-LARGE
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
by
Dr. Cornal West

Professor of African Studies and Philosophy of Religion .Harvard University
and
Author of Race Matttn and Jem & Blacks: Ut Ike Heating Begin

Wednesday, November 8, 1995
7:30 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University Union
Thursday, November 9,1995, Olscamp Hall 101B
Distinguished Presenters
• DeniseH. Sweet, Chair, American Indian Studies, Assistant Professor,
Humanistic Studies, University of Wisconsin at Green liny
•Joseph Scott, Professor of American Ethnic Studies and Sociology,
University of Washington at Seattle
• Arif DirUk, Professor of History, Duke University
• Juanita Diaz, Assistant Professor of Sociology, Women's Studies, Latin
American and Caribbean Studies, State Univeristy of New York at
Binghamton
• Epifanio San Juan, Professor of Ethnic Studies, Bowling Green State
University

Session I: 9:30-11:30 am. Session II: 2:304:30p.m.
"The Evolution of Ethnic Studies: WeCs-l^'s"
8:00-11:00 p.m. Entertainment Olscamp 101B
An Evening of Ethnic and Cultural Arts Music - Drama - Poetry - Dance

Friday, November 10,1995, Olscamp Hall 101B
Distinguished Alumni
Session III: 9:30-11:30 am.
"25 Years at Bowling Green State University:
Reflections of people and programs in ethnic Studies"

"He's Hard-Working - Has Practical Experience - and
a Proven Long Term Commitment to Bowling Green."
J 24 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
BUSINESS/MUNICIPAL LAW
□ HANDS-ON PRACTICAL
EXPERIENCE IN:
—Municipal Finance
—Police and Fire Protection
—Zoning and Land Use
—Water and Sewers
—Bidding and Bond Work
—Programs tor Youth

MARCIN
FOR
(Ol \< ll-U-l \K(,I

HOMESTYLE
FAVORITES

-J PROVEN LONG-TERM COMMITMENT TO WORKING FOR
BOWLING GREEN
—Bowling Green Community Foundation (Board Member)
—Chamber ol Commerce (Vice-President)
—First Presbyterian Church (Elder, Past Trustee. Chair ol Stewardship Committee)
—Wood County Cancer Society (Past President)
—BGHS Band Boosters (Past Board Member)
—BG Optimist Club (Past President)
—BG Youth Curling Program (Chair, Coach)
—BG Order ol DeMolay (Past Dad Advisor)
—Wood County Masonic Lodge and Scottish Rite
—Wood County Bar Assoc (Past President)
PalO io< by tne Committee to Eltct Ma'Ci lo Council. ImOa Snun/Roman Carefc. Co-Chairs .
602 W Wooster Si. Bowling Green. OH 4340?

lunch Savors

A Luncbtime Portion of
Our Dinnertime Favorites

RESTAURANT'

Available Monday thru Friday until 4 pm

Tender chunks of beef smothered in
a hearty brown gravy. Served on wide
egg noodles with dinner rolls S3.89

2. Chicken Vegetable Pasta
A blend of mixed vegetables ft feuuecine
with Alfredo sauce lopped with two
marinated grilled chicken strips & Parmesan
cheese. Served with grilled garlic toast. $3.99

3. Tender Chicken strips & Fries
Three plump strips of chicken breast breaded
ft fried golden brown. Served wkh our
delicious barbecue sauce ft French fries $3.79

CLASSIC
SANDWICHES

,{

Acid a side salad or coleslaw
for an additional $1.00

Pioneer Salad
Our most popular salad with tossed greens
topped with Swiss cheese, crumbled bacon
croutons, tomatoes ft green onions $3.99

Classic Luncbtime Favorites

Chicken Caesar Salad

4. Double Decker & Fries

Fresh Romaine lettuce, Caesar dressing
ft homestyle garlic croutons topped
with tomatoes, shredded Parmesan Cheese ft
two marinated grilled chicken strips $3.99

Two generous patties, cheese, tomato,
and Bob Evans special sauce, served
with French Fries $3.79

5. Chicken Salad Sandwich & Fries
Our delicious chicken salad with all white
meal chunks served on your choice of bread
with lettuce ft tomato ft French fries $3.79

6. Sloppy Joe & Flies
Visit Exhibitors & Vendors in Olscamp 101A
November 9th, 9:00-5:00p.m. and
November 10th 9:00-3:00p.m.
All Events are Free and Open to the Public
For Information Call (419) 372-2796

Our Popular Dinnertime
Salads in a Luncbtime Size

10 Great Lunches $3.99 & Under

1. Beef Tips & Noodles

Made with seasoned ground beef ft our
own delicious sauce ft served on a grilled
bun Served with French fries $3.29

SALADS
AND MORE

"•

Chef Salad
Lettuce layered wkh turkey, ham, tomatoes,
green onions ft American cheese $3.99

10. Soup & Salad
Garden salad served with a cup of bean,
potato, broccoli or vegetable beef soup ft
rolls $3.49

• ADD A SIDE DISH TO ANY OF THE 10 LUNCH SAVERS FOR ONLY$l (UNTIL 4PM)
1726 E WOOSTER
CARRY-OUT AVAILABLE
C LOCATED BEHIND B.P.)
352-2193

I
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Piniella named Whalers hire 28-year old coach
top AL manager
Pat Eaton-Robb
The Associated Press

Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

NEW YORK -- Lou Piniella had
one startling season with the Seattle Mariners. He didn't think
the American League Manager of
the Year award would be part of
it.
"I thought I would get some

Pinella
consideration, but at the same
time it was surprising when I was
called," Piniella said Monday.
"I'm proud of this, I really am.
It's nice to be recognized. I never
thought it would feel this way."
In a close race, Piniella finished with 86 points, 12 ahead of
Boston Red Sox manager Kevin
Kennedy and IS ahead of Cleve, land Indians manager Mike Hargrove.
The Mariners called Piniella at
his Tampa, Fla., home on Monday
morning and asked him to be
available in case he won.
"I'll be available, but I don't
know what my chances are," he
remembered saying.
Piniella was picked first on
nine of 28 ballots cast by voters
from the Baseball Writers Association of America. Piniella
received 12 second-place votes
and five thirds in the balloting,
conducted on a 5-3-1 basis.
Kennedy, who led the Red Sox
to the AL East title, got 11 firstplace votes, five seconds and
four thirds. Hargrove had eight
firsts, eight seconds and seven

thirds after leading the Indians
to a first-place finish for the first
time since 1954.
"This is much more meaningful for me than things I accomplished as a player because I'm
more responsible, putting things
together and being in charge,"
Piniella said.
Piniella, 52, managed the New
York Yankees and Cincinnati
Reds before taking over the Mariners in 1993. In 1990, he led the
Reds to the World Series title.
Seattle trailed California by 13
games on Aug. 2, then rallied and
won the AL West by defeating the
Angels in a one-game playoff.
The BBWAA panel - two
writers from each AL city r voted before the start of the
playoffs. The Mariners overcame a 2-0 deficit to beat the
New York Yankees in the bestof-5 first round, then lost to the
Indians ' in six games in the
league championship series.
"It's an organization award as
far as I'm concerned," Piniella
said. For him, the best part of the
season was "the way the city responded to the baseball team."
"There were doubts Seattle
was a baseball city," Piniella
said. "There were doubts if the
organization put a good team on
the field whether the town would
rally around it."
Piniella, 52, was voted AL Rookie of the Year by the BBWAA in
1969. He has a 689-633 in nine
seasons as a major league manager. At 210-209, he is the only
Mariners manager ever with a
record over .500.
Former Yankee manager Buck
Showalter, who won the award in
1994, finished fourth with eight
points after taking New York to
the playoffs as a wild-card team.
He left the team two weeks ago
and is a candidate for the vacant
manager's jobs in Detroit and
Oakland and with expansion Arizona.
California manager Marcel Lachemann was fifth with five
points, followed by Phil Garner
of Milwaukee (4), Bob Boone of
Kansas City (3) and Johnny Oates
of Texas (1).

The (Baltimore) Sun reported
today that the move was a done
deal and that a lease had been
signed 10 days ago. And, in an
interview with Baltimore television station WMAR, Moag said
the city had an "absolutely" solid
deal with an NFL team, though he
refused to identify that team as
the Browns.
The Sun, citing unidentified
sources, reported that the deal
included a 30-year lease on a new
stadium next to Oriole Park at
Camden Yards and provisions for
the sale of seat licenses to raise
up to $80 million to pay for the
Browns move.
The deal calls for the Browns
to play at Memorial Stadium for
the 1996 and 1997 seasons while
the new stadium is built and does

Rutherford said.
Maurice joined the Whalers
in June as an assistant coach
after coaching the Detroit Junior Red Wings the past two
seasons. He is about the same
age as many of the Whalers
players.
"I don't and I never really
have looked at my age as a
problem for me ... I've had
excellent experience in what
I've had," said Maurice, who
makes his debut Tuesday night
against San Jose. "Would I be
more ready when I'm 40? Possibly, but not necessarily."
Maurice said his priority is
to Install a simple system, emphasizing defense. He said being liked by the players is secondary.
"I don't plan on having too
much time to spend, or desire
to spend, that time winning the

players over as friends," he
said.

Rutherford said he never
considered the more experienced coaches available, including recently fired Canadiens coach Jacques Demers,
saying he didn't want a coach
with "baggage."
"Those experienced coaches
are not still working. For
whatever reason, they were not
able to keep their jobs," Rutherford said.
Holmgren came to the
Whalers in 1992 after four
seasons as coach in Philadelphia. He never had a winning
season as an NHL coach. He
played in the NHL for 10 years
with the Flyers and Minnesota
North Stars. His total record
with Philadelphia and Hartford
is 161-219-45.

Gators fall in polls despite win
Paul Newberry
The Associated Press

GAINESVILLE, Fla - Florida
is 8-0 for only the second time in
school history and staring
straight at a Fiesta Bowl showdown against top-ranked Nebraska.
After a shuffle in the polls this
week, however, there's no guarantee that the Gators will capture
the national championship - even
if they win the rest of their
games.
Ohio State jumped ahead of
Florida in The Associated Press
media poll and the CNN-USA Today coaches survey, taking over
the No. 2 spot after Florida State
was upset by Virginia last
Thursday night. The Gators remained No. 3.
If the top three teams win their
remaining games, Ohio State
would head to the Rose Bowl
while Florida would face Nebraska in the Fiesta Then it
might come down to the pollsters, with Florida facing the
possibility of having a perfect
record and no title, just as Penn

State was last season.
"I watched Joe Paterno go 12-0
and break about all the offensive
records up there and not win the
national championship," Florida
coach Steve Spurrier said Sunday. "I don't know how a coach
can say, 'If we win all our games,
fellows, we'll be the national
champions.' That's not true
necessarily."
Spurrier insists he isn't worried about the polls, especially
when the Gators likely still have
five games left to play. They
would clinch the Southeastern
Conference Eastern Division
with a victory at South, Carolina
on Saturday and be in position for
their third consecutive league title.
"Our goals are to win the
Eastern Division and try to win
the SEC for the third year in a
row," Spurrier said. "I don't
worry about voting or scheduling, who does this or who does
that. That's out of our hands."
It's highly probable the Gators
would go back ahead of Ohio
State in the rankings if both
teams keep winning. The Buck-

eyes have only two games remaining before the expected trip
to the Rose Bowl, while Florida
still has three regular-season
games, including the season
finale against Florida State, now
ranked No. 6.

Then there's the expected trip
to the SEC championship game in
Atlanta against No. 15 Arkansas,
a nationally televised opportunity to make points with the voters
after most other teams have
completed their seasons.

SENIOR PORTRAITS
-Now Being TakenTo Schedule An Appointment Call:
1-800-969-1338

ONLY 3 MORE DAYS
(Night Sessions Available
Only $6
Sitting Fee

J^c
«3(

Retakes Also

W Being Taken

UNIVERSITY UNION

CLEVELAND
Continued from page seven.

HARTFORD, Conn. - Paul
Holmgren was fired Monday as
coach of the Hartford Whalers,
who have lost six of their last
eight games and missed the
playoffs the last three years.
He was replaced by Paul
Maurice, a former coach of the
Detroit Junior Red Wings who
at 28 becomes the NHL's
youngest coach.
General manager Jim Rutherford, who said the players
bear some of the responsibility
for the firing, cited a "lack of
production" in announcing the
dismissal.
Rutherford informed Holmgren of his decision after
taking a two-hour lunch to
think about it. He said Holmgren took the news very hard.

Holmgren could not be immediately reached for comment.
"Paul has done a lot of good
things for this organization and
has rebounded from adversity
in the past and I know he will
do this in the future," Rutherford said.
Holmgren has coached the
Whalers since 1992 with the
exception of a sixth-month
period between November
1993 and June 1994, when he
was the team's general manager.
The Whalers began the year
with four straight wins, but
went 1-6-1 after that, including
a 6-1 loss Sunday to the Philadelphia Flyers. Holmgren was
54-93-14 as coach of the
Whalers.
"We felt it was important to
have new ideas and some new
blood into this organization,"

not include any attendance guarantees or upfront money, The
Sun reported.
On Tuesday, Cuyahoga County
votes to extend for an extra 10
years a county wide "sin tax" that
would provide $175 million for a
renovation of Cleveland Stadium.
Modell has indicated passage of
the extension would probably not
affect his decision.
Under NFL bylaws, a team's
move must be approved by twothirds of the owners. White has
said he will send letters to all the
owners, asking them to reject the
proposed move.
Cleveland officials, including
White, plan to argue against any
possible Browns move during the
NFL owners' meeting Tuesday in
Grapevine, Texas.
Some of the owners won't need
to be persuaded.

* Best Values on Campus

TUEStTIAY
ICOMI-Vt.lCIIM ICi

PHEASANT ROOM

Tijuana
Tuesday

8 oz.
Strip
Steak

$5.20
.TAX

"o/°</

Miiko your own tacor..
fajitas. burntos and
chimichangas

$6.95

OI'ICX 4:;t0-7|»m

eludes: Salad and
Baked Potato
>PFJV 4:30-7pm

t* All Sltidoni meal play card
accepted

All students meal plan cards
accepted

,fE

CONGRATULATIONS
AO FALL 1995
BIGS & LITTLES

IThe Canoe SHop
Black Swamp Outfitters
140 South River Road • Waterville,
878-3700
15 minutes North of BGSU
Rt. 64 to Waterville

Your
Wilderness
Shop For:
Camping,
Canoeing,
Backpacking,
Hiking,
Kayaking &
X-C Skiing

SPORT SANDALS

HoiiOcausT eDUCHTion weeK
"LEARN NOW, SO THAT HISTORY WILL NEVER REPEAT ITSELF"

November 5th—Trip lo the Holocaust Memorial Museum
in West Bloomlield Michigan
Including a Holocaust survivor speaker.
Sign up in the UAO office by November 3rd
$3.00 charge per person.
9:30am-5:00pm
November 7th—Slide tour of concentration camps
and discussion led by Hillel
Taft Room. 7:00pm-tf:00pm
November 8th—Documentary fiENOClDE
8pm. Gish Film Theatre
November 9th—Holocaust survivor speaker
Ema Gorman
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 8:00pm
All Events FREE, unless otherwise noted.
Donations for the Holocaust Memorial Museum
will be accepted at ALL events.
Sponsored by vkui>§/
Hillel and the Jewish hederation of Greater Toledo
For more info contact the Student Activities Office fl (419) 372-2343

Terrapin Parka

Fuzzy Dice Jacket

10°o OFF ANY NON - SALE GEAR W BGSU ID.

MELISSA TAMBURRINO
MEGHAN HARRIS
SHAWNA BECK
CARRIE WHITACRE
JODI JAMES
VICTORIA SCHNETZER
SARAH CLAWSON
ELLEN LANG
RACHEL CLAWSON
ELLEN LANG
HOLLY ENGLE
HILARY MUNDT
POLLY HILL
RACHEL FOX
JEN TUDOR
JACKIE JULIANO
JEAN ENNEPER
AMANDA GULLUFSEN
JAMIE FASSETT
MICHELLE DAVIS
ANGIE DICKMAN
LISA IMEL
BETH WEYMOUTH
CHRISTY MERRICK
DEBBIE COAN
JODI HAMMOCK
MO ELLIOT
KATE RYAN

HOLLY CLARK
CINDY GERSBACHER
MARY KAY KRAMER
KARIE AYOUP
I
COBEY KLOOS
KELLY BENEDETTI
LIZ NAISH
LAURIE POPRIK
CARRIE ZIMMER
MEUNDA FISHER
CASEY WAGNER
SARA CROWE
JOHNNA SMITHBERGER
BRIDGET LYNCH
LIZZY DAVIS
JULIE CHMELIK
KARAH BARNES
DANA HENDERSON
SARAH WARD
SUSAN HOGG
CARRIE FOOR
JENNY BREHM
SHASTA NILES
j
KELLEY BECKER
JEN CASPARRO
STACY CONWAY
SHANNON THOMSON i
BARBARA SCHNETZER ;
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CAMPUS EVENTS

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program in Franc*
FNANCIAl AID AVAILABLE
Informational Meeting
TuM.,Nov.7, 1995:8:30pm
1000 BAA Bldg.
"Waatha Desi bmaolmy life"
Mike Haberiack. BGSU atudant
For more inb. call:
Ed Miller 372-8198 or 353-3172
Or. ChltTJe 372-8180 or 352-6012
Sponsored by BGSU

-BGSEAGeneral Meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 7
9pm. 115 Education
Our speaker wi be Tom Southern and
he will be speaking on meeting the
needs ol gifted students.

Attention all College Republicans
the CR meeting for tonight
has been cancelled due to the
elections We will be meeting
as scheduled neit Tuesday 11/14
at 9:30pm BA Bldg 112
ATTENTION ALL BGSEA MEMBERS: There
will be a Halloween costume contest during the
Nov. 7 general meeting at 9PM in 115 Education! Dress up in your favorite costume and win
one of five great prizesl Questions? Call
372 2943 or Brett at 353-0418.
BGSU College Republicans
Meeting Tonight
BA Room 1129:30pm
BGSU Irish Club Is having a meeting Tuesday
November 7ihat 930 in Room 103at the BA
Building. Come one come all and even bnng
your Inends. '
BGSU SKATING CLUB
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
9:15-10:15PM- ICE ARENA
HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
•LEARN NOW. SO THAT HISTORY
WLL NEVER REPEAT ITSELF'
November 8th- Documentary
GENOCIDE. 8pm, Gish Film Theater
Sponsored by UAO. Hillel. and
the Jewish Federation of Greter Toledo
For more mlo contact
The Student Activites Office @ 419-372-2343
HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
■LEARN NOW, SO THAT HISTORY
WLL NEVER REPEAT ITSELF'
Nov. 7lh- Slide tour ol
concentration camps and discussion
led by Hillel.
Taft Room. 7:00pm-8:00pm
Sponsored by UAO. Hillel, »the Jewish Federation of Greater Toledo
For more info contact the
Student Activities Office @«19-372-2343

m v"^
£

HOLOCAUST

EDUCATION

WEEK

OF

EVENTS:
NOV. S TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEM. MUSEUM/W. BLOOMFIELD, Ml PLUS HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKER 83 SIGN UP
IN THE UAO OFFICE BY NOV. 3RD;
» MAM-5.0OPM
NOV. 7 -SLIDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMPS A DISCUSSION LED BY HILLEL
TAFT ROOM 7:004:00PM
NOV. 9 'HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR
SPEAKER - ERNA GORMAN LENHARDT
GRAND BALLROOM 8:00PM
All events sponsored by UAO, HILLEL. and
the Jewish Federation ol Greater Toledo
more Into contact 372-7164 or 2-2343.
Interested in doing community service? Into
i he Streets needs your help with our upcoming
eventsl Join us lor our meeting, Wed., 9:00pm
in Rm. 105 BA Questions? Call Erin 353-0508
or Steve354-5054.
—COMMUNITY SERVICE-"

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL 95'
Organized by the World Student Association
& The Center for Internatonal Programs
A night that gives you an opportunity to go
around the world in 2hrs.38mln.625sec.
November 11,1995
7:00-10:00pm
SI. Thomaa Moore Church
Tickets are available in the Union Foyer
from Nov. 6-10 (9:00am-5:00pm)

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
Don't miss this once in a lifetime
opportunity! Go lor just a semester or year1
Attend one of the next two info sessions:
Thurs. Nov. 9 4-5pm. State Rm. Si Union
Tues.Nov. 14.9-10pm, Capitol Rm,Union
(Both on third floor) For more into contact
Co-op office or Eric Sanders, 372-2451
Now's the time to advertise in THE OBSIDIAN.
Say hi, what's up. or whatever to fellow greeks,
friends, or that special someone. It's only .85
cents a line and you can bursar iti Last day to
advertise is Nov. 10. Fill out forms in 204 West
Hall' Hurryl
PTClub
Join us Wed. Nov. 8
9:30 pm 115 Ed Bldg
for a movie & fun
Feature Movie: Tommy Boy
Senior Portraits are now being taken in The
Key Yearbook Office, 28 West Hall. All seniors
graduating in December. May. or August
should call 1-800-969-1338 to schedule a sitting. Time is running ouflSession end* FRIDAYI
The Student Environmental Action Coalition
will meet tonight at 8:30pm
in the UCF (corner of Thurstin & Ridge)
Everyone is welcome to attend!
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
Wed., Nov. 8.7-30.115 B A.
Speaker: Bonnie Fink
Topic: Technical Writing

rLUBE/OIL/FILTER SPECIAL \

;$1295 or FREE*;
l Includes oil tiller, up to 5 qts. of oil,
|
I chassis lube and 24 pt. safety Inspection, i
I "Free with any othar scheduled ssrvici.
|
I "With coupon in lieu ol otter otters BG location only. (

91

MMBWS-DAYS
*- ««•"
—
Locally Owned t Operated
byEd Schv/erkolt

Tuffy
Auto Scrvic*
Centers

Tuffy 'Dots It •Right!
Gen's -|f«M*M4vt^
840 S. Main
354-2402

• HORSEBACK ROING*
at S FILIES stables in Mi Brig en. Ml
Nov. 11 from 9:00am-5:00pm
Only $18.00 Sign up in the UAO
office by Nov. 3rd
Sponsored by UAO @> 2343

SERVICES OFFERED
Attention Spring Breakers ■ JamaicarCancun
$389, Bahamas $359. Florida $120. Sell trips,
tarn cash, 6 go free!1 -800-234-7007.
Grants and Schotarshlpc art available. Billion* of dollar* In financial aid. Qualify immediately. 1-600-400-0209.
MASTERCARD
"No Credit Check

Notice
Lot 12 is not an on-carnpus freshman, sophomore over-floor lot. If you wish to appeal a
rjcket because of misunderstanding the ticket
should have occured witiin the first three
weeks of school.
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential A Caring.
354-4673 B.G. Pregnancy Center
Seniors graduating in December, May. or August should call 1 -800-969-1338 to schedule
their senior portrait session. This is your last
chance this year! Don't be left out of the yearbook! Night sessions are available. Session
ends Fn. Nov. 10.
SKI TEAM" 9KI TEAM ' SKI TEAM
Meeting: Thursday Nov. 9th
9 00 pm 1'2 BA
Inlo. Contact Kevin ©353-5197
SKI TEAM ' SKI TEAM" SKI TEAM
Tau Kappa Epsllon
Ann' TKE Graduate Students
Please call Rob @ 354-0187.

'No Security Deposit

Gome oesif our

'
Nov. 11 & 12
Come for the unveiling
of our 1995 Holiday BARBIE"
Keepsake Ornament.
Take advantage of great values
on Hallmark Christmas items,
discover special gift ideas, and
receive a FREE Holiday Planner
with any Hallmark purchase.
Don't miss it!

CITY EVENTS

353-2444
1087 S. MAIN STREET
Next to Pizza Hut
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE!

'100% Acceptance
1-809-474-6549 Ext. 8226 intW.

Tuesday at Rail Billiards- Ladies pay hall price
alldayl l45N.Ma.nSt.
Undergraduate Gerontology Association
Meeting Tuesday 4:00
246 Health Center

PERSONALS
•1 Awesome Cancun A Jamaica Spring
Break Specials! 111% Lowest Pnoe Guarantee! 7 Nights Air from Columbus & hole!
$399' Book Earlyl Spring Break Travel
1-800 678-6386.
fl Awesome Spring Break! Panama Cityl
Early Specials! 8 Days Oceanview Room With
Kitchen $129! Walk To Besi Bars) Key West
$259! Cocoa Beach Hilton $169> Prices Increase 11/21 a 12/15H • 800-678-6386.
01 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise'Ear.y Specials' 7 Days $279! Includes
15 Meals & 6 Parties! Prices Increase 12/15!
Spring Break Travel 1-800-678-6386.
"Phi Sigma Kappa'
Congratulations to Phi Sig
Brothers ol the Month:
Troy Mosser and Nick Kadel
'Phi Sigma Kappa"
100% Wool Sweaters @ $35 ea.
Plus wool hats, gloves, mittens, etc.
JT's Carry Out
405 THurstin Ave.
ATTENTION FACULTY, STAFF, AND STUDENTS! COME TO THE REC. CENTER AND
JOIN THE 3-ON-3 BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT ON WED. NOV. 8TH FROM 5-8PM $5
ENTRY FEE. DEADLINE NOV. 6TH.
Factory Outlet Siore
Student Desks starting at $39.00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mai * 354-1614

Undergraduate Student Government
Multicultural Affairs Presents:
WOMYNOF BEIJING PANEL

115 Education 9pm
Wednesday. November 15

WANTED 100 STUDENTS!
Lose 10-30 lbs. * Next 90 Days. Guaranteed,
New Metabolism Breakthru. $32 MOVISA
FREE INFO 1-60O-864-O473.
WANTED 100 STUDENTS
Lose 10-30. lbs. Next 90 Days. New Metabolism Breakthrough Guaranteed. Dr. Recommended. $34.95 mc/visa. 24 hr free info.
1-800-352-8446
Would you like to spend your Spring Break
In New York City lo learn about poverty and
racism first hand, and also earn 3 hours
credit In Ethnic Studies?For info caR Bill
Thompson at UCF Center-352-7534. The cost
it only $180 lor food, lodging, and transportation.

WANTED
Female Subieaser Needed! Close to campus
at Columbia Courts. $165/mo. Great roommates. Call Mandy ai 882-8402 or 353-4627.
leave message.
Female Subieaser to share
2 bdrm. apL Own rm. Close to
campus. Call (419) 644-4111.
Female Subieaser needed for Spring 1996.
Own bedroom, unfurnished. Call 354-1093 bo
forenoon.

HeyOgdahli
Nice Driving I
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COED WALLYBALL- NOV. 7; WOMEN'S A MEN'S
SWIMMING- NOV. 14; WOMEN'S & MEN'S
3-PLAYER BASKETBALL- NOV. 15; WOMEN'S & MEN'S TRACK & FIELD- NOV. 28.
ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00PM ON THE DUE
DATEIN130FIELDHOUSE.
INTRAMURAL PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES: APPLICATIONS FOR SMD AND REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. PICK UP APPLICATION IN 130
FIELD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER
15.1995
LAST WEEK FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS
Call 1-800-969-1338 to schedule your portrait
session. Hours 10-1 and 2-6PM daily. Pictures
taken in The Key Yearbook office. 28 West
Hall. Sitting Foe $6
Late night sessions until 9PM Thurs. 4 Frt.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
You're young, you're independant'
So why not see the country?
Spend a semester/year
on a Tropical Beach!
Credits will transfer so you'll graduate on
time. Financial Aid can be applied.
Attend one of the neii two info sessions:
Thurs. Nov. 9.4-5pm Slate Rm, Union
Tues. Nov. 14 9-1 Opm, Capitol Rm.l "nion
(Both on the third floor of the Union)
For more info contact
Co-op office or Eric Sander. 372-2451

Male Subieaser Needed
ForexcellentApt.
Great Location downtown
Above Samb's
353-6021 Ask for Mike or Jarrod
Needed: 1 Subieaser for efleoency apt. in
downtown BG. $295/mo * util. Call 354-8014
for details.
Needed: Subieaser for Spring. Own Room,
share kitchen and bath. $i60/mo. Call Doug
©353-6056.

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For info call 301-306-1207.
ACTIVITIESDIRECTOR-SUWMEROF1996
Yogi Bear's Jeltystone Camp Reson is looking
tor 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate
and direct activities for a busy 'amity camping
resort. We are located near Sea World in Aurora. Ohio.
•Experience preferred but not necessary. Male
or female. Recreation/Education majors encouraged to apply.
-Living facilities are available.
-Interviewing will be done at the Resort
Send your resume to:
JeHystone Camp Resort
co Andrea Palay Schwartz
6511 Ma r so. 9222
Mayfiek) Hts.. OH 44124

Cashiers wanted lor 3rd shift. Fun working environmeni. Benefits & shift differentia). Apply m
personal Barney's I8i 1/2 S. Main.
Child Care needed. Dependable individual to
watch 3 children in our Perrysburg home. Full
time days. Call (419)244-8500 ask lor Drew. Or
call (419)874-0310 after 5PM.

RESORT JOBS
Students Needed)
Earn to $12/Tv. ♦ ops. Theme parks. Hotels,
Spas, ♦ more. Destinations include Florida,
Hawaii. Colorado & So. California. Can Reson
Employment Services 1-206-632-0150 am.
R55442.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000*/ month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World Travel. Seasonal
A full-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information

SPRING BREAK '96- SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FREEH Student Travel Services is
now hiring campus representatives. Cancun
Irom $399. Jamaica from $439, Florida from
$99. Call 1 -800-648-4849 for more info.

call 1-206 634-0468 eit. C55442

Summer Business. Are you an enirepranuer?
Great opportunity with low Stan up cost. Management training. Earn up to $600/week. Vehicle required. Be a leader. Call Greenland Irrigation at 1 -800-361 -4074.
_

Day Care in Perrysburg
2 part-time aids
phones 874-3560
Deli Help Wanted
Downtown Sports Bar
Apply in person between 2pm & 8pm
Full time clerical position for self-motivated
person. Requires spreadsheet S word processing skills. Strong, organizational, a communication skills. Book Keeping backround. Bowling Green area. Send resume to: Comnet Inc.
1664 Wapakoneta. Ohio 45895 Attention
Randy.
HEAD LIFEGUARD
Responsible, we" qualified head lifeguard
needed at busy camp resort near Sea World of
Ohio for the summer. Also need lifeguards.
Salary commensurate with experience. No living accomodations available. Send resume to:
Jeliystone Camp Resort
3392 SR 82
Mantua. OH 44255
(near Sea World ol Ohio)
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25 • $45/hour teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
Fonnfo.call (206) 632-11fl6ext. J55442
Local manufacturing company has a need of
part-time unskilled production employees.
These jobs are mainly assembly ol small parts.
Work 15-35 hours a week around your school
schodule. Only one block off BGSU campus,
south of Wooster St.. so you can walk or drive.
Many BGSU students work at this plant. Rate
ol pay is $4.25/hr. Come by to pick up an application form. Advanced Specialty Products,
Inc.. 428 Clough St. Bowling Green. OH
43402.
Mid Am Info Services seeking full & pt. time
people lor numeric data entry. Afternoon to
early eve. hrs. In BG. Applications are taken at
1815 Research Dr. - Research Dev. Park.
Mon.-Frl. 8-5 or call 354-6655 ext. 6453.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal & full-time employment available
at National Parks, Forests A Wildlife
Preserves. Benefits plus bonuses! Call:
1-206-545-4804 exl. N55442.

1994 850 SHX Trelt Mountain Bike Front M>
pension. Brand new SHX Cantilew M
System. Syslem Brakes. $380. Call 287-4648.
MACINTOSH COMPUTER tot Ml. Complete aystem Including printer only $499.
Call Chrle al 1-M0-SE5-4392 ext 9589.

FOR RENT
Apartment available immediately for sublease.
1 male needed 202.50 a month, 2 bedrooms. 1
1/2 baths, furnished call 352-8260 for more
info.
Apt. available Immedlatly tor sublease. One
female needed $181.25/mo. There are 3
bdrms. and 2 balhrms. Sublease until 8796.
Comfy, roomy efficiency. Furnished. Maximum of four people allowed. Close to campus. Columbia Cts. Call 353-6517 or
419-966-0685 for more Inlo.
Apt. Available Spring Semester
Only util. are eloc. S phone. Air cond. Right
next 10 campus. Ca'l 353-4247.
Comfy, roomy efficiency, turn, large kitchen,
AJC. Lease through Aug. 10. Avail. Dec 17.
Grad. pref. Call 353-3237.
HOUSES ft APTS. FOR FALL 96
Office 316 E. Merry Apt. 3

Need female subieaser lor Spring. Have own
room, share bath and kitchen. $l60/mo. * utilities. 1 block from campus. Call Brandi @
353 2090 or 352-6384.
Subleaserfs) needed for Spring Semester. Upper duplex apt.; dose to campus, bars.
354-8019.
Wanted 1-2 SuWeasers for Spring 1996
ASAP One large bedroom. Free cable. $325 *
electric, utilities. Call after 2PM. 352-6684.

Management Inc.
New 1 &2 bdrms at Hillsdale
Apts. January Occupancy
Rates start at $350 and $600.

MHVC

353-5800

Management Inc.
EVERGREEN APARTMENTS,
1 BDRM. or EFF. units, laundry
on site, tons of parking. Located
behind ODOT at 215 E. Poe Rd.

FREE SAFETY INSPECTIONS!
NO OBLIGATION ESTIMATES!

SWM-tOISHMaKIK

'65 Ford Ranger, good condition, cap and new
tires. $2.000 obo. Ca.'l 352-8539

Male Subieaser. own room $225 * elec, share
apt. w/one person. Available now. call
353-0911 or 625-6291.

Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs, Columbus. Akron, Canton, and
more Call 1-800-887-1960

BREAI

FOR SALE

Also, well mail listing!

Now hiring cooks apply between 2-4 Mon-Fn.
AlPag>lai'5 945S.Mam.

32301

Wantedlll Individuals. Student Organizations
to Promote SPRING BREAK. Earn MONEY
and FREE TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS.
hnp^/www .cpi.com -1-600-^27-6013

353-0325

NEEDCHRISTMAS MONEY
Need Crisp, dependable waiierywaitress
hostess lor elegant banquet
facility-Nazareth Hall.
Flexible Hours. I5min.from BGSU.
Starting rate $6mr.
Call Sue (419) 832-2900

is silk\ «\ ins \i:Vis"iit iiot its

T A S P International is looking for hard working, htghly motivated students to fill management positions lor die summer of 1996. Gain
valuable experience to enhance your resume.
Average earnings are between $7.000-$9,000.
Positions are being filled on a first come, tVtt
qualified basis in all Cleveland suburbs, Mantor. Akron, Canton. Columbus. Youngstown,
and Southeast Mkhigan For more information
call Man Scherer @ i -600-543-3792.

MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

353-5800
■A'.'v.'tf.i'iiiifsa
I M0N. & TUES. ONLY, 4-8 P.M.

j Large 11tem

enmggpa
■ HiiYlttl
Eggmg
VI*IW.I*iYI*:m4:W.m

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
•mfmmmmmmmminiiimmmmnmmmtm

1-800-SUNCMASK

Management Inc.
Leases start January 3,1996
(9.5 or 12 month leases available)

Tou.wtamMKmimMi.tm»mnaiimu
' 203 N Main. B.C.
Coupon E.p 11/23(95

FREE DELIVERY » 3C
352-5166
Si

SANDERSON STABLES
CCME AND &UOY

University Bookstore
will be closed

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 10
in observance of

GPOJP AND PHVATE

Lessons

IN OUR NEW 6,000 FT.
INDOOR RDWG ARENA.

IWhether it is for Public Instruction or
the University PEG 157 Class.
Riding lessons provide a life long
skill and enjoyment.
GIVE US A CALL for further
information at:

VETERANS DAY
J

jf

(419) 655-2253
Or See BGSU schedule of classes

